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Seniors Plan Senior Day
Seniors who plan to attend Senior Day
activities on May 6 will meet at 6 p.m. on
Tuesday, Apr. 13, in the che mis lory auditorium to discuss the details of the activities for
Senior Day.
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Walsh Captures Presidency
Clemson Concert Band
Concludes Season Here
By JUNE BLACKWELL
Clemson's Concert Band,
under the direction of John
H. Butler, will conclude its
annual spring concert tour
with a concert in the auditorium of Tillman Hall on
Tuesday, Apr. 13, at 8 p.m.
The band will have presented the program ten times
throughout the state in the

week preceding the Clemson
date.
The tour, which opened
with a concert at Chester on
Apr. 6, also included concerts
in Union, Chapin, Camden,
Bishopville, Hopkins, Cayce,
Sumter, Andrews, Georgetown, and Clemson. Most of
the concerts were presented
in the local high school audi-

Dr. H. E. Garrett Last Speaker
In Clemson's Forum Series
"The races of mankind are
not equal in abilities, and
these differences are not merely cultural but are inherent
in the races themselves,"
states Dr. H. E. ^Garrett, last
speaker in this year's series
of forums presented by the
Clemson Chapter of the
American Association of University Professors.
Dr. Garrett, former head of
the psychology department at
Columbia University, and
more recently Visiting Professor at the University of Virginia, has written a number
of standard textbooks in psychology, but has lately devoted his time to the study of
eugenics and anthropology,
particularly in view of his
background in psychology.
Dr. Garrett will appear
here on Wednesday, Apr. 14,
at 4 p.m. in the chemistry
auditorium for a forum primarily for students and will
appear again that evening at
8 pjn. in the physics auditorium to address the AAUP
and any interested faculty
and students who wish to attend.
Recently returned from an
extended visit to the Orient,
Garrett will have some remarks about the population
and racial problems of that
area of the world. "I am not
a racist (whatever that is),"
says Garrett, "And I am not
trying to denigrate any race
when I feel that we have
been misled about the inherent differences of long standing in the races of the world.
These facts have sometimes
been distorted deliberately,
but more frequently innocently."

According to Prof. W. C.
Capel, president of the Clemson chapter of the AAUP,
"Dr. Garrett is not a rabblerouser, nor is he a politician;
his talks, at Virginia and
elsewhere, however, have always stirred considerable interest."
The AAUP has issued an
invitation to all students, regardless of field, to attend
the Wednesday seminar at 4
pjn. and the evening meeting also, if they desire.

Students And Professors
In Business Symposium
Fourteen students and two
professors, along with campus
leaders from 15 of the state's
colleges and universities, participated with a panel of the
state's business leaders in the
second annual College Business Symposium in Columbia
on Tuesday, Apr. 6.
The one-day event was
sponsored by the South Carolina State Chamber of Commerce in cooperation with
local chambers of commerce.
Nearly 200 students met
with the businessmen to explore pressing national problems in which the student
and business leader share a
mutual interest. Faculty members attended and observed
the event, which drew wide
acclaim from college administrators and businessmen after
the inaugural Symposium in
the Spring of 1964.
Members of this year's
panel were Hugh C. Lane,
chairman of the board of Ci-

'Bell, Book And Candle'
Next Players' Feature
Presenting "Bell, Book, and
Candle," the Clemson Players
will render the play by John
van Druten at 8 p.m. on Apr.
29 and 30 in the Food Industries auditorium.
"Bell, Book, and Candle"
was first staged in New York
at the Ethel Barrymore Theatre in 1950, with Rex Harrison and Lilli Palmer in the
leads. Later it was made into
a movie starring Kim Novak,
Jack Lemon, James Stewart,
Ernie Kovacs, and Hermione
Gingold.

toriums and were open to the
public.
The Tuesday night concert
will include a wide variety
of music, calculated to appeal
to all tastes. Concert selections will include Nicolai's
popular overture, "The Merry
Wives of Windsor," Bach's
"Little Fugue," the "Toccata"
by Frescobaldi, Riegger's
"Dance Rhythms," and the
complete sequence of ballet
music from Gounod's popular
opera "Faust."
Two arrangements by band
conductor Butler, Tchaikovsky's tone poem "Francesca
da Rimini" and the "Tournament Galop" by American
composer Gottschalk, will receive their first public hearings on the tour.
Lighter selections will include music from Cole Porter's "Can-Can," a new overture based on songs made
famous by the Kingston Trio,
George Gershwin's classic
miniature "Second Prelude,"
and marches including "Castle Gap," "The Mad Major,"
and "Jubilee." A special nov(Continued on page 6)

lian's background and leaves
her for his former love, Gillian's old schoolmate. Gillian
sinks herself in work trying
to forget. Shep returns on his
own accord and not with the
idea of making amends, but
to straighten out his financial
matters before leaving to get
married.

tizens and Southern National
Bank of South Carolina; Robert L. Granger, director of
nylon manufacturing of
Chemstrand Company at
Greenwood; and Roy Pearce,
president of Pearce-YoungAngel distributing company
of Columbia.
Lane spoke on "Foreign
Trade and the Balance of
Payments Problem. Granger
discussed "Unemplyment and
Technology". Pearce spoke on
"The
State's Economic
Growth." Ed Cherry, Southeastern Manager of the U. S.
Chamber of Commerce, served as moderator. Each formal
presentation was followed by
a session allowing students to
question the speaker.
Following a luncheon, students broke into groups for
discussion sessions in which
each group framed questions
for the panel members.
Spokesmen for the student
groups also had an opportunity to participate in a twoway discussion with the
speakers on subjects of most
interest to the group.
Also attending with student
groups were business leaders
of the communities where the
colleges are located. Local
chambers of commerce served
as hosts for the student and
faculty delegations from their
cities.
Jimmy Bell, Tommy Hamm,
Jim Honbough, John Matthew, Joe Waldrep, and Dick
Miley were among the Clemson students attending. Also,
Jim Byrum, Jim Jensen, Terry Richardson,
D o n n y
(Continued on page 5)

Newton Wins Office
Of CU Yice-President
By CHARLES HUMPHRIES
Last Tuesday, Apr. 6, the Clemson student body
elected a new vice president of the student body,
a new secretary, four members to the high court,
and three new members of the men's and women's
residence courts.

The newly elected officers of the Clemson student body are (left) Gray Walsh, president, and Rusty Newton, vice-president. (Photo by Spencer and Spencer)

Class Nominations Held
In Chemistry Building
Nominations for class officers and class senators will
be held on Monday, Apr. 12,
in Brackett Hall at 7 p.m.
Rising sophomores w i 11
meet in room 1 of the chemistry building to select nominees for sophomore officers
and senators. Nominations for
rising juniors will be conducted in room 118, and room
219 will be the location for
nominations of officers and
senators for next year's senior class.
According to the student
body constitution, students
who are currently classified
as first semester sophomores,
juniors, or seniors may attend
the meetings of rising classes
which correspond with their
current classification. Students
eligible to attend a class
meeting will also be eligible
for nomination to office in
that class.

Companies G And I Take First
In Army's Field Day Activities
Battling to a draw, Company G and Company I carried away the honors for first
place at the third Military
Field Day yesterday in Death
Valley.
Companies G and I finished
the seven-event field day with
a total of 16 points each. Taking second place, Company K
amassed a total of 13 points.
Company D with 12 points
and Headquarters Company
with eight points took third
and fourth places respectivelyBill Shivers representing
Company D did 90 push-ups
in two minutes to win five
points for his company. Gregory Schoper from Headquarters Company disassembled
and assembled his M-l rifle
in 37.8 seconds to win that
event. Performing 92 sit-ups,
Keith Neely chalked up five
points for Company G.
In the tug-of-war event

The part of Gillian Holroyd
will be played by Diana
Grobholz. Gillian is a witch
who resorts to the tricks of
her trade to catch Shepherd
Henderson, played by Thomas Wright. Shep Henderson is
an
unsuspecting publisher
who finds his personal life
disrupted by the highjinks, of
Gillian, her brother, Nicky,
played by Alex Kehayes, and
Gillian's aunt, Miss Holdoyd,
played by Nina Dulin. Jerry
Rothery will be Sidney Redlitch, who is the author of a
book on witchcraft and has
come to New York to write
about witchery in the City.
The play opens in Gillian's
apartment in the Murray Hill
district of New York, with
Shep Henderson inquiring into the strange behavior of
Gillian's aunt. The scene ends
with Shep in Gillian's arms
thanks to a little "Reterrem,
Salibat, Cratares, Hisaster."
Later Shep learns of Gil-

To be eligible for a nomination a student must have a
minimum grade point ratio
equal to that for graduation
with his class. In order to be
eligible for a class office or
a senate seat, a candidate
must sign an affidavit to the
effect that he will not graduate prior to the expiration of
his elected term.
A maximum of four candidates for each of the offices
of president, vice president,
secretary, and treasurer for
each class will be placed on
the ballots. There will be a
maximum of twenty persons
nominated to fill the 10 student senate seats for each
class. In the event that more
persons than the maximums
allowed are nominated for
any office, run-offs will be
held within the respective
meetings.
Elections will be held on

The Clemson Players practice a scene from their next presentation which will be
"Sell, Book and Candle." (Photo by Spencer and Spencer)

Company K out-tugged all the
other companies. Company B
collected the first place in the
three-legged race; dizzy-izzey,
one of the humorous events,
was won by Company I. Company G also took first place
in the skin-the-snake.
On Honors and Awards Day
in May, Shivers, Schcper, and
(Continued on page 6)

the Loggia on Tuesday, Apr.
27, from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Students will be required to present their identification cards
in order to vote.

Yesterday, students voted
again in a special runoff election for president of the student body, treasurer, and four
other members of the high
court.
Elected as the new vice'
president was Rusty Newton,
a pre-med major from Newberry. In an interview Wednesday night, Newton said,
"First of all, I would like to
say that I enjoyed this campaign very much. I would
like to thank the student body
for electing me to this office.
I will try to do my best to
fulfill the faith expressed in
me by the students last Tuesday."
Newton is presently a junior class senator and a member of Phi Kappa Delta. He
has been chairman of the
Traffic and Grounds Commit-

ROTC Program Inspected
By Col. S. Julian Boyles
Col. S. Julian Boyles, professor of military science, began the annual military inspection of the Army ROTC
Brigade yesterday and will
complete his tour of Clemson
at noon today.
Col. Boyles, along with Lt.
Col. J. A. Lipsky, professor
of military science at Riverside Military Academy in
Gainesville, Ga., began his
inspection Thursday with an
introduction to the cadre and
a briefing by Col. Melvin C.
Brown, professor of military
science here at Clemson.
After inspecting classroom
instruction, Col. Boyles continued his inspection with a
visit to President R. C. Edwards. He also inspected the
Pershing Rifles' lounge and
the student supply center. At
noon Col. Boyles was honored
at a special luncheon in the
Clemson House.
Thursday afternoon the
group of inspectors toured the
rifle range and at 4 p.m. they
inspected counter - guerrilla
training. The group then in-

spected Company M and ended the rounds of inspection at
the Military Field Day in
Death Valley.
This morning Col. Boyles
will inspect two classrooms.
He will end his inspection
tour by giving a critique on
his inspection tour.
Col. Boyles is a native of
(Continued on page 6)

Col. S. J. Boyles

IFC Holds Annual Greek Week
Events ranging from a full
scale chariot race to selection
of a Greek Goddess will highlight the 1965 Inter-Fraternity Council Greek Week, Apr.
20-24.
The week of Oympian competition between Clemson's
eight social fraternities will
begin Tuesday, Apr. 20, with
a bridge tournament and will
continue through Wednesday
with bowling, table tennis,
and pool competition. Thursday's activities will be confined to final preparations for
the week-end and rehearsals
for the Fraternity Sing which
will be held Friday at 7 p.m.
in Tillman Hall Auditorium.
Individual fraternity parties
will follow the sing competition.
Saturday's
schedule
of
events will be'gin at 2 p.m.
with the annual Greek Olympics on the field behind Death
Valley. The various events of
the afternoon will be kept secret until the games begin;
however, it has been announced that the climaxing event
will be a race featuring mandrawn chariots entered by
each of the fraternities.
The IFC dance Saturday
night at 8 p.m. will be the
final event of the week. At
the dance, trophies for the
best over-all fraternity, the
fraternity with the best GPR
and the fraternity which has
shown the best over-all sports
participation, as well as individual sports trophies, will be
presented. The selection of
Greek Goddess and Greek of

the year will also be announced.
Those who are nominated
for Greek Goddess are Delores St. Clair for Sigma Kappa Epsilon, Ronnie Brewer
for Delta Kappa Alpha; Heather Prevost for Delta Phi
Kappa, Babs Barefoot for
Kappa Delta Chi, Susan Wilson for Kappa Sigma Nu,
Cindy Clay for the Numeral
Society, Barbara Harris for
Phi Kappa Delta, and Linda
Witherspoon for Sigma Alpha
Zeta.
The selection of the Greek
of the year is based on scholarship, service to the IFC,
and service to the individual
fraternity. Nominees are Steve
Wright for Sigma Kappa Epsilon, Jimmy Bell for Delta

Kappa Alpha, Gary Pederson
for Delta Phi Kappa, Jerry
Caughman for Kappa Delta
Chi, Jim Hambright for Kappa Sigma Nu, Bill Hecht for
the Numeral Society, Joe Collins for Phi Kappa Delta, and
Lee Bearsch for Sigma Alpha
Zeta.
In commenting on the 1965
Greek Week, Jim Hambright,
president of the IFC, stated,
"I feel that this year's Greek
Week will be the best Clemson has ever had. In order to
encourage more participation
we have expanded the events
to include bowling, pool, and
table tennis competition. We
have also moved Fraternity
Sing to Friday night so that
dates might attend."

tee, and a member of the Tigerama ticket committee in
1964 and the 1965 Junior Follies committee. His GPR is
2.7.
Jim Sutherland, a pre-med
major from Clemson, ran unopposed in the race for student body secretary. Sutherland is a member of the Tiger

Special!
Gray Walsh defeated Jack
Green in a run-off election
yesterday and will be president of the student body
next year. The total count
of votes gave Walsh 980
and Green 688.
Clemson students elected
Tom Ramsey treasurer of
the student body. Ramsey
polled 948 votes to Mac
Haxley's 652.
John Anderson, Robert
Calhoun, Dick Kappt, and
Cameron Manning will fill
the remaining elective seats
on the high court.
Brotherhood, Phi Eta Sigma,
and Delta Kappa Alpha social
fraternity. He has served on
Rat Court and is a member
of the varsity basketball team.
His GPR is 3.8.
Elected as members of the
high court on first ballot were
Ellis Dantzler, Joe Waldrep,
Terry Richardson, and Don
Driggers.
Dantzler is a pre-dental
major from Cameron. He is a
member of the Tiger Brotherhood and the Clemson Block
"C" Club. He is a member of
the varsity football and baseball teams.
Waldrep is an industrial
management major from West
Point, Ga. He is a member of
Blue Key, the Tiger Brotherhood, and Phi Eta Sigma,
Delta Kappa Alpha social fraternity, and the varsity football team. He is presently junior class president.
Richardson is an economics
major from Barnwell. He is
a member of the debate team,
Scuba Diving Club, and Kappa Delta Chi.
Driggers is an industrial
management major from
Cranbury, N. J. He is presently a junior senator, and a
member of the Society for the
Advancement of Management,
and the Industrial Management Society. He has been a
member of Nu Epsilon and
the Council of Hall Presidents.
Elected as members of the
Men's Residence Court were
Ted Moore, David Narramor,
and William Stuckey. Moore
is an industrial management
major from Calhoun, Ga. Narramore is an architecture major from Greenville. Stuckey
is a building construction major from Sumter.
Dottie Scarce, Jane Price,
and Jan Hicks were elected
to the Women's Residence
Court. Miss Scarce is a math
major from Slater. Miss Price
is an English major from Seneca. Miss Hicks is an English
major from Mannheim, Germany.

Air Society And Angel Flight
Send Members To National Meet
Clemson's Arnold Air Society and Angel Flight will
attend their annual national
conclaves from Apr. 12 to 14
at the Sheraton-Park Hotel in
Washington, D. C.
Representing the Maj. Rudolph Anderson Squadron at
the Arnold Air Society's 17 th
Annual National Conclave
will be Rick Bainbridge and
David Hadden. Representing
the Flying Tiger Angel Flight
at the 10th Annual Angel
Flight Conclave will be Sandy

Cochran, Jan Hicks, and Nancy Singleton. Accompanying
the group will be Capt. Robert M. Carter of the Clemson
AFROTC Department.
Over '500 AFROTC cadets
from 16o of the nation's collegiate institutions are scheduled to attend the three-day
meeting.
Highlighting the joint conclaves will be appearances by
leading public figures from
the Congress, U.S. Department
of Education, the U.S. Space

Program and the USAF.
Among the many guests will
be 15 generals, including Gen.
Thomas S. Power, former
commander of the U.S. Strategic Air Command, and Rep.
F. Edward Hebert (La.). Also
attending are Secretary of the
Air Force, Eugene M. Zuckert, and Gen. Bernard A.
Schriever.
The Arnold Air Society is
an organization of over 6000
Air Fprce ROTC Cadets who
(Continued on page S)
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Wake Up!!

Spring Is Here; So
Is The Plunging GPR

" He Roars For W1^ Clemson University rr

By FRANK PEARCE
Associate Editor

Friday, April 9, 1965

Spring is here and with it about forty million
gallons of the most erratic rainfall in the Northern Hemisphere. And if all the troops weren't
suffering from a severe case of quiz pox their
thoughts might be turning to love instead of
plunging GPR's. But since most Clemson Gents
are usually tinkering with love thoughts in one
form or another, the situation isn't as bad as
Fishbein would have us believe.
,

Coffee House No April Fool
"It won't ever work." "The whole
idea is Mickey Mouse." "Nobody'll
come." "It'll go broke in a week."
That is what they said in March
about the coffee house, but they were
wrong. The coffee house opened up
the night of April 1 and students
poured down the dimly-lit stairs to
drink coffee, listen to the Red Eye
Jug Band, Lendy Sloan, et al, and
throw the bull with Van Cliburn,
who dropped in a little after twelve.
Opening night and the two following nights were more successful than
even the coffee house's organizers

had expected. Counting up the money after three nights of operation,
Jabberwock Society president Joe
Ruzicka found the coffee house had
cleared three hundred dollars—more
than enough to pay off their original
debt.
The coffee house's existence (and
success so far) has resulted from the
cooperation of local church groups,
town people, faculty members, and
energetic students. "The question of
whether it stays open," Ruzicka
points out, "depends on the students."

The Coffee House made it, came in like a lamb
on April 1, but it wasnt a fool's joke. Van Cliburn was its first celebrity to write his ye-oldJohn-Henry on the brick chart; then he hung
around until two in the morning sharing jokes
with the troops.
With spring also came the annual Tiger scraps
in the gridiron arena. The new substitution rule
has returned Clemson football to a true platoon
system and made practices the most diversified
sessions in the past ten years. Every Saturday
from now until May 1 (Spring Game) will see a
full tilt scrimmage in Death Valley.

No Real Issues
Student body elections have been
held, and as usual, less than half of
the student body showed up to vote.
And it is no wonder. Nobody
brought up any real issues.
So most of the students that voted
on Tuesday voted for so-and-so because he belonged to a cool fraternity, he lived "right down the hall,"
he had been mentioned once in conversation, or, most likely, he was the
lucky winner of the "eeny, meeny,
miney, mo" game.
Two points can be argued by students and members of student government about issues in an election.
One is that issues don't exist, and
the other is that everything student
government does must be approved
by the Office of Student Affairs, so
it's useless to bring up any real issues. We disagree with both of
these arguments.
On the first point, there are numerous issues which exist and which
should be brought to the attention
of the Clemson administration and
student body. A few examples are
what should be done about the horribly inadequate athletic facilities
for students who don't play intercollegiate sports (we have only eight
tennis courts for 4,500 students, etc.),
what should be done about some of
the unenforced campus regulations
(e. g. drinking in the dormitories),
how Clemson can become more conducive to intellectual activity, and
whether
controversial
speakers
should be invited to campus.
On the second point it should be
said that even though student government does not have the authority to override a veto by the Dean of
Student Affairs, it still has the power to bring issues to the attention of
those who are, or eventually will be,
able to do something about them.

The role of the administration and
the student government was handled in an editorial by last year's
TIGER editor Frank Gentry when
he wrote:
"There is a definite tendency for
those in student government to identify with the administration.. This is
to us like a defense lawyer who
makes an effort to be impartial. He
isn't supposed to be impartial—he is
supposed to represent his client. In
any case that the interests of students conflict with those of the administration, student government
should present the student view
ONLY. We all know that the. other
side will be represented.
"We do not blame the administration for limiting student government. It is part of their responsibility. Likewise, we have the greatest respect for those student government officials who have done so
much for Clemson. What we do deplore is the attitude of some student
leaders that whatever exists is right
and that you can't fight city hall.
"Obviously it would be a mistake
to blindly oppose the administration
at every turn. But the converse is
also true. The present state of helplessness of student government is
not the tragic thing. The tragic part
is the lack of concern about the situation. We feel compelled to remind
those in the new administration that
their first responsibility is to the
students and that at least at present
student government is woefully
weak. Finally we would remind all
students that student government
will be exactly what we students
make it."
We hope that next year students
will make more of the opportunities
that exist at student body election
time.

CURES FOR PAYNE

What Is The Sound Of One Hand Clapping?
Chances Are An Optimist Could Hear Applause
By LARRY JOE PAYNE
TIGER Columnist
"Write something optimistic this week, will you? I'm
tired of all the pessimism."
And thusly did the smiling
Centaurish - like creature
known as the "As You Like
It' associate editor command. But Frank, you demand too much. Have you
taken a good look at this
fly-by-night thing called
life? And if you have, don't
you feel that . . . "The mouse
I've been sure for years,
limps home from the site of
the burning ferris wheel
with a brand-new, airtight
plan for killing the cat . . "
Pessimism, Frank, is the
rejection of everything and
everybody except your mistress and cat. The no-hopefor-the - future - outlook is
currently in demand among
a large number of people.
You should remember from
Economics 201 that demand
creates supply. But to be
optimistic with the Democrats in office, Olin D. Johnston in Washington, the Nobel Peace Prize situation,
and the Poverty Corps in
America is too much to ask
of any intelligent AgnosticRepublican. But when you
add to all this the fact that
we must still try to live
with the BOMB, you come
up with an impossible request.

norance is bliss, and bliss is
being optomistic. However,
if you insist on thinking, for
some
pagan reason for
which Plato himself couldn't explain, then think about the sound of one hand
clapping. If you are an optomist, chances are you will
hear the applause. It's really a beautiful sound. But for
the pessimist, it is more
realistic and much easier to
scorn the idea as being silly, mystic, and impossible.
A pessimist will sit and try
to figure out an airtight
plan for' the mouse to use
on killing the cat, and after
five minutes will reject the
whole plan as being insane
It's really hopeless if you
think about it. The best
thing to do is to join the
crowd of non-thinkers. Igbecause rats just don't go
around killing cats.
But if you are a determined optimist, then you are
the type of person that will
call for your date at seventhirty on Saturday night of
dance weekend so as to get
to the dance by eight o'clock.
You don't want to be late or
miss the first song. But if
you are a pessimist, you
will call for your date at
ten-thirty because you have
learned from past experience that the band does not
make its appearance until

ten or ten-thirty. Which is
more realistic?
But let's face it, the realistic or pessimistic approach
to life does not leave one
with any chance of creating
little fantasies which are
often times the only way to
be a romantic. The perfect
example of an optimist is
childhood. When one is a
child, the future is that
period when one will growup and become a fireman or
a policeman, or maybe even
President of the United
States, or even the Lone
Ranger. When one is a
child, one doesn't think about the BOMB or even about the mouse wanting to
kill the cat.
So you see, Frank, it's almost impossible to be an
optimist because very few of
us still want to be a policeman or a fireman. And we
have found out that the
Lone Ranger only exists in
a movie or T.V. script. And
we know that it's almost impossible to become President
of the United States, unless
.one is quite wealthy. And
who wants to be President
of the United States, anyhow? But still, Frank, I'm
very optimistic this week. I
actually sat down at the
typewriter and typed this
article expecting it to be
printed. How optimistic can
one be?

LETTERS TO TOM

Annual Sign Vandalism Occurs During Weekend
Dear Tom:
I want to thank the individuals who are responsible for last Saturday
night's escapades which occurred in the" corridor between the Loggia and the
Post Office. After all, if
certain persons had not torn
down the campaign posters,
those unsightly signs would
still be cluttering the walls.
So, Tom, I want to thank

THE OPEN COLUMN
By EMMETT LAITALA
It is unlikely that the
South Carolina legislature
will pass a speaker ban law
during this session, but the
climate of opinion which
can produce such a proposal
raises serious questions.
A speaker ban law, and
even those who would advocate its passage, presents
a threat to the very foundations of our society and our
system.
Over and over again we
have heard "the defense of
freedom" used as the excuse
to restrict the freedom of
speech of others. How absurd, and frightening, that
this excuse should have any
validity in our society. If, in
order to maintain freedom,
we must restrict- freedom,
then the very thing we are
claiming to preserve no
longer exists.
If we as a nation are to
be successful in our attempts to spread freedom to
all the peoples of the world
(including those of our own
country), then the word
freedom must take on a
broader meaning. If we are
to be sincere in our approach, we must insure that
freedom applies equally to
all men, whether they be
Democrat or Republican,
Baptist or Jew, Caucasion or
Negro, and yes, even Communist.
A primary error in the
reasoning of those advocating a speaker ban law has
been their fantastic preoccupation with equating loyalty to conformity. Must
we brand a man as disloyal
simply for expressing political, social, and economic
opinions which do not agree
with our own? Freedom
which exists only for those
who look like us, talk like
us, and agree with us (this
sort of freedom exists even
in the Soviet Union) is not
much freedom at all.
Another error in the reasoning of those advocating
a speaker ban law is their
assumption that democracy
and capitalism will crumble
and fall under the verbal
onslaught
of Communist
speakers. It takes much
more to undermine a nation which has sent millions
of its sons onto battlefields
to defend its principles.
We must not, cannot, concede that our system is so
frail that it will fall so
easily, or surely it will. Our
freedom must be defined as
freedom for all men.

these self-appointed "janitors" for cleaning up the
area. Thanks, men. Good
job!
I also want to thank the
persons who complimented
my artistic ability by removing the posters I drew.
These people are more deserving than the "janitors."
Instead of ripping the banners and possibly destroying them, these esthetic individuals rescued the posters, (for art's sake?) so that
they (the posters) could be
saved for and admirred by
fellow connoisseurs.
What can we do, Tom, to
repay these people?
(Defacing, destroying, or
removing campaign posters without authorization
is a High Court offense.)
Sincerely,
Bob Seel
Dear Tom:
Isn't it a paradox that

Clemson University cars,
(those owned by the school)
don't have a Clemson University sticker on the back
window!
Ernie Myrick
Class of '66
Dear Tom:
Demonstrate!
Demonstrate! Demonstrate!
Demonstrate what? I don't
know. Do you? What is all
this noise about demonstrating anyway? Why is it that
when someone feels that he
is being slighted in some
way, he promptly starts parading himself about?
What about we people
who have nothing about
which to demonstrate?
That's it! Let's go out and
demonstrate
because we
don't have anything to demonstrate about. What do
you say?
David Douglas Spires

RACIAL CONFERENCE

Something New In Mississippi
(The following article is
reprinted from the Mississippi State College newspaper, The Reflector, advertised as that state's largest
weekly paper. It was printed in that paper as a front
page editorial column and
might serve as a counterargument to those who contend that Mississippi is firm
in its position and opposed
to change. FP)
It was our pleasure this
week to attend something so
unheard of in these parts as
a bi-racial meeting.
Others in attendance included several Mississippi
State students, who, no
doubt, prefer to remain
anonymous,
some adults
from the community, and a
group of students and faculty members from northern universities who are
spending their vacations in
Mississippi for the purpose
of helping to rebuild certain
Negro churches in the state
which appear to have been
blown up or burned down
recently.
Believe it or riot, the primary aim of our northern
visitors is, according to
their testimony, to offer
their services in rebuilding
the churches — not to hold
demonstrations and not to
test the Civil Rights Law.
Their secondary aim is equally harmless: they want to
establish some sort of communication between themselves and what responsible
Mississippi citizens they can
find in order to effect a mutual understanding.
In all probability they will
return home next week with
the satisfaction of having
helped to rebuild a church,
along with the rude know-

ledge that churches can be
reburnt more easily than rebuilt. They will carry with
them also the realization
that Mississippi can be a
better place than they expected and, at the same
time, a more terrifying place
than they imagined. (It all
depends upon the color of
your skin and whether or
not you're in a church that
is being blown up or safe in
the protection of your pure
white racial ties.) And, above all, they will leave
with the confidence that
they are returning to a safer place for men of good
will. (Statistics prove that
there are more people who
do not get killed each day
in New York City than in
Mississippi.)
And those of us who are
left behind to live in Mississippi have been shown
a new dimension to the
"closed society." No one invited our guests for coffee
after the meeting Tuesday
night; not even white people enjoy that much freedom
in Mississippi.
Perhaps, though, we are
too harsh. After all things
are gradually getting better.
We freed the slaves without
too much fuss, and if those
bloody yankees would' just
leave us alone, we would
get around to giving the Negroes their rights. As a matter of fact, we were going
to do it anyway. Of course,
we were going to make
them prove themselves first
by raising themselves to our
standards while attending
sub-par schools. But then
that's our way of doing
things in Mississippi.
Be patient, Mankind,
there won't be too many
more wasted generations.

Something else that comes close on the heels
of spring is that Junior jubilee of music, girls,
jokes, and nonsense, the Junior Follies. Follies
this year will be April 29 in that faithful old
standby (miraculously stillstanding) called the
Field House. Emcees this year are Bingo-Brain
Bert Pearce and his cohort Eddie Kinnett . . .
look for a performance in that department to rival Spring Sounds.
Also, Juniors this year have planned the program around a time schedule that will get the
troops in, give 'em a first class show, and get 'em
back to the old quizzes that never fail to fall the
day after the Follies.. Ticket price is fifty cents
per as usual.
Student body elections are over. There was
first a vote turnout of about 1900 troops at the
polls (about 43%), which is much better than the
usual election on this campus, but which still
leaves much room for increase. For those who
don't think that the individual vote counts, there
were six candidates who failed to get elected on
the first ballot by less than 15 votes.
Goofus who stole the Loggia phone a couple of
weeks ago may have expanded his operations to
include the vending machines scattered around
the campus. If he continues the way he operates
now, they will be scattered, literally. He practically destroyed one in the bottom of seventh
barracks last week. If this type of vandalism
keeps up, all the vending machines on campus
will be there not much longer. So if you like the
one o'clock goodies that you can't get anywhere
nearer than the truck stop, you might keep an
eye out for Goofus. There's still a one-way
ticket around here somewhere with his name on
it.
This is the last issue of good old he roars for
Clemson TIGER until after Easter. This particular brand of offbeat nonsense will return April 30.
See you then, and watch out for rabid Easter lilies.
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Exclusive Interview

University R0TC Programs
Atlanta Playboy ClubOpens;HefnerSpeaks
Tops In Officer Production
Bunnies Surround "Czar of Bunny Empire"
By F. JOHN TOLLON & BILL ANDERSON, III

"We seldom hear about your type of situation
anymore," said Hefner. "I suspect Clemson is one
of the few places in the U.S. where Playboy is
banned."
Hugh M. Hefner, editor and publisher of the
widely read Playboy magazine had just finished
;
reading the editorial "Playboy Not Sold—Is Read"
published in the March 5, 1965 TIGER. Written
by TIGER editor Bill Hamilton, the editorial is
an open letter to Senator T. Allen Legare, Jr., of
Charleston, commending him for his stand on the
anti-obscene literature bill which passed the
South Carolina Senate on Feb. 23.

Bunnies welcome keyholders
and their guests to the Playboy Club. The first Playboy
Club opened in Chicago in
February, 1960, and the chain
has now expanded to other
major cities in the U.S. including Baltimore, Cincinnati,
Detroit, Kansas City, Los Angeles, Miami, New Orleans,
New York, Phoenix, St. Louis,
Jamaica, and Atlanta.

Quoting from the editorial:
"Here at Clemson good intentions . . . have led to a ridiculous situation which is now
a standard joke for incoming
freshmen—Playboy is not sold
anywhere around Clemson.
"Why isn't the magazine
sold in Clemson? No one
seems to know for sure, but
legend has it that several
years ago, local stores began
selling Hugh Hefner's thenfledgling slick. Some concerned citizens found out what
was going on and requested
newstand managers to refrain
from corrupting the morals of
college men by selling the
'smutty' magazine, and the
managers
stopped
selling
Playboy."
Sitting on the edge of his
seat, and sipping Pepsi Cola
in his newly opened Atlanta
Playboy Club, Hefner explained that "banning" generally results from an agreement between retailers and
distributors, and thus keeps
the magazine off the shelves.
Hefner felt that the so-called
"banning" was, in his words,
"caused by people who are.
self-involved and confused."
Impressed by the TIGER editorial, he felt that it was a
start in the right direction to
remove the ban.
A complete personal interview with Hugh Hefner,
including his opinions on
Playboy magazine, Playboy
clubs, integration, sex, and
religion will appear in the
Chronicle at a Later date.
The Atlanta Playboy Club
opened in the New Dinkier
Motor Hotel in downtown Atlanta on March 5. An opening night cover charge of
$50.00 per person raised a
sum of $11,550, which was
given to the Muscular Distrophy Association by Hugh
Hefner.
Plushly furnished, this four*
story club is an example of

In 1964 the ROTC programs at Clemson University
were the nation's top producers of officers for both the
U.S. Army and the U.S. Air
Force among civilian institutions with total male enrollments between 3,500 and 4,500. The Clemson production
of 137 Army and 48 Air Force
commissions ranked eighth
among all civilian institutions
without regard to size.
Performances
like
this
would have been "old hat" a
dozen years ago when Clemson was an all-military college with a history of many
years of excellent military
tradition and effectiveness.
The institution converted to
civilian status in 1955.
"Clemson has been steadily climbing in officer production in recent years," said
Dean of Arts and Sciences
Howard Hunter, under whose

administration the Army and
Air Force ROTC programs
fall, "and both units are now
conducting excellent programs. In 1964, for example,
Air Force cadets in 176 college and university detachments competed nationally
for 50 graduate work assignments under the Air Force
Institute
of
Technology.
Clemson graduates received
five of the 50 awards."

tary clubs and organizations,
the large number of graduates who choose military careers, and memories of the
contributions of Clemson men
in four wars—Spanish-American, World Wars I and II and
the Korean War.
Maj. Rudolph Anderson, a
1948 Clemson graduate and
U-2 pilot, was shot down and
killed while in flight over
Cuba in 1962. Capt. Adrain
Payne, Clemson-'55, received
the Silver Star and Purple
Heart posthumously in Viet
Nam in 1963.
The crack Perishing Rifles
Drill Team has recently returned from winning the first
place award in the New Orleans Mardi Gras competition
and the Clemson rifle team
has only lately won the state
and Atlantic Coast Conference championships.

Forecasts at this date indicate that the Army will award
150 commissions to
Clemson men and that 41 will
be commissioned by the Air
Force.
ROTC training at Clemson
is compulsory for freshmen
and sophomores, and the traditions of the military remain strong on the campus
through leading mili-

Computers Pair For Blind Dates

Playboy Club President and Playboy Editor-Publisher Hugh M. Hefner, with six
Bunnies who have been featured as PLAYBOY magazine centerspre?d Playmatesof-the-Monih. Clockwise from bottom left the? are Joni Mattis, Sherilee Conners,
Christa Speck, Joyce Nizzari, Susie Scott and Carrie Radison.
one of the finest clubs
throughout the nation. After'
being greeted'by the "doorman, keyholders walk up a
winding staircase to the living room. Here they are welcomed by a sexy and scantly
clad bunny, while being televised throughout the club on
closed circuit T.V.
The first floor contains live
musical entertainment with a
gift shop and a number of
attractions besides the bunnies. Up another flight of
stairs is the Penthouse and
Playroom. The former pro-

vides a three act show plus a
band, while the latter room,
much smaller, also provides
entertainment. Dining in both
rooms at economical prices is
available to the keyholder,
who simply signs the bill for
his purchases, paying it later.
The Atlanta Playboy Club,
which usually operates with
around forty-five gorgeous
(and very healthy) bunnies, is
hostessed chiefly by girls from
Georgia and the surrounding
area. Several bunnies from
the New York and Chicago
clubs work with the new, in-

experienced bunnies in a type
of training/Program,.^. __
SurprisingTy'erioughT'a good
many bunnies are married.
Also, bunnies are not allowed to date or accept gifts
from keyholders they meet at
the club. Before accepting
work as a bunny, they are required to name on their ap(Continued on page 5)

When Bob Cummings gazes
deeply into the big, round
transistor eyes of statuesque
Julie Newmar and depresses
her "activate" button for television's weekly "My Living
Doll" series, can there be anyone in the nation who would
deny that the computer age
is here to stay?
Computers and their wondrous works may not be exemplified by a girl who measures a full yard around her
bustline (although this is
wondrous in itself), but it is
true that compueter applications have become commonplace in a wide variety of
vocational endeavors. Business and industry, sciences
and research, education and
government, all make elaborate use of such hardware.
As a result, the daily mail in
suburbia is cluttered with
countless punchcards, the basic food of the electronic
brain.
In the last general election,
an RCA computer upstaged
human personnel on all three
networks by professing to
know in certainty the out-

late show.
The cause of world peace
may find significant support
in the service rendered by an
electronic computer at the
New York World's Fair. It is
the brain-center for a spaceage version of the familiar
pen pal idea. The computer,
housed in the Parker Pen Co.
pavilion, stores hundreds of
thousands of names and personal data on each of these
persons throughout the world.
Visitors to the pavilion supply similar information on
themselves and the computer
matches them, right down to
such specifics as their hobbies
and interests.
Conceived especially for the
World's Fair, Parker's International Penfriend program,
as it is called, matched in correspondence some 800,000 individuals during its first year
of operation, making it the
largest pen pal project ever
conducted. Company officials
anticipate that the program
may achieve a million matches during the second season
of the Fair.
(Continued on page 5)

come of the presidential contest just minutes after the
earliest returns were in from
selected
eastern
seaboard
communities. A Johnson landslide was predicted while millions of Americans were still
on their way to the polls!
Computers that have for
years typed out their messages are being "tau|ht" to
write in longhand and even
to speak. A demonstration of
the latter takes place at regular intervals at Chicago's
Museum of Science and Industry in which programmed
oscillators reproduce human
speech with amazing clarity,
if not with the sensual nuances of actress Newmar.
In a less serious vein, computers have been employed
for analysis and pairing of
young couples for blind dates
with a finite measure of perfection. At least one marriage
is recorded following such an
experiment. And, an electronic device has been programmed to compose plots for
movie scenarios with no more
deplorable results than can be
witnessed nightly on the late,

Zing into spring!
in a new Chevrolet

Atlanta Playboy Club
'65 Chevrolet Impala Sport Coupe
wo xxtsB AJTBI iTKMjtrtax
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Keyholders and guests relax while Bunnies serve their
wishes.

600 AM

WSBF

88.1 FM

Program Notes

ARTS & SCIENCE GRADUATES

Sunday, April 11

TEACH

1:30 PM—"With Me Today" presents a fifteen minute
interview with Dr. Theodore Binder, a medical missionary in Peru.

Earn while learning...
• Master's Degree
• Professional Certification
• Annual Income of $5300 +
• Placement and Tenure

Qualifications
• No Education Courses Required
•

Bachelor's Degree

• A Liberal Education
• Preparation in a Subject Arsa

INTERN TEACHING PROGRAM
TEMPLE UNIVERSITY
Philodelphio, Pa- 19122

3.5 PM—"Concert in High Fidelity" presents the best of
classical and semi-classical music.
6-7 PM—"Inside Folk" continues its presentation of the
best music from the folk artists.
7-8 PM—"Sounds of the Twentieth Century" presents
the original Broadway cast recording of Keaiw
a musical set in London in the early nineteenth century, starring Alfred Drake.
8:15 PM—"Highway Reports," a fifteen minute show of
music and information on safe driving produced by the South Carolina Highway Department.
DUE TO EASTER HOLIDAYS, WSBF WILL SIGN OFF
AFTER REGULAR PROGRAMMING ON WEDNESDAY, APRIL 14, AND WILL RESUME NORMAL
OPERATION AT 3 PM WEDNESDAY, APRIL 21.

■
'65 Chevelle Malibit, i-Door Station Wagon

In this special 64-page supplement
in the April issue of Harper's Magazine, 14 distinguished writers discuss
the delicate relationships between
South and North, between Southern
white and Negro; the moods and
fears of the Southern people; the
Dhangh'g faces of the land and its
cities.
Together, they have placed the last
century m historical perspective,
and created a portrait in depth of
[he South today that will surprise
and infoim every American.
Contributors include Southern historian C. Vann Woodward, who
shows how the North helped buttress and condone racial segrega
tion; James J. Kiipatrick, conservative editor of the Richmond News
Leader, who believes that the South
will solve its racial problems quicker
and with greater maturity than the
North: Negro "author Louis E. Lomax observing the changes in both
races in his home town of Valdosta,
Georgia; Jonathan Daniels, editor of
the Rsleigb News <b Observer, demonstrating how Southern industrial
growth continues to make victims of
its people; child psychiatrist Robert
Coles investigating the human impact of school desegregation.
Among the other contributors are
novelist William Styron, British historian D. W. Brogan, novelist
Walker Percy, Whitney M. Young,
Jr. of the National Urban League,
Negro playwright LeRoi Jones,
Louis D. Rubin, Jr. and Arna
Bontemps.

N TOUR NEWSSTAND NOWt
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'65 Chevy n Nova Sport Coupe

'65 Corvair Corsa Sport Coupe

If you've been sitting tight waiting for just
your kind of car, with just your kind of power,
at just your kind of price- wait no longer!
*■* I
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Chevrolet. It's a bigger, more
beautiful car this year. Which
is why that handsome silhouette could be mistaken for cars
costing a thousand—even two
thousand—dollars more.

**»_.

_
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Chevy n. No car so trim has a
right to be so thrifty. But
thrifty it is, with moneysavers like brakes that adjust
themselves and a long-lived
exhaust system.

Chevelle. This one's got lively Corvair. Ask any '65 Corvair
looks, spirited power, a softer owner how it feels to drive a
ride—and remarkable room car with such easy steering,
atop a highly maneuverable tenacious traction and responwheelbase. No wonder it's sive rear-engine power. And be
today's favorite mid-size car. ready to do lots of listening.

CHEVROLET

HIGH TIME TO TRADE
AT YOUR CHEVROLET DEALERS

rmg into spring in a new Chevrolet, Chevelle, Corvair, Chevy E or Corvette
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Tar Heels Here For
Afternoon Encounter

By BILLY WALKER
TIGER Sports Editor

You'd be surprised at what's going on down
at spring football drills. . . Just about any day,
you can see about 80 boys going through the
practices that have been plotted for them. But
here's the kicker. They seem to be not just tolerating but actually getting enjoyment out of
the work.
With the aid of the new NCAA substitution
rule and a pretty dismal record last season, the
football Tigers have turned over a new leaf, so
to speak. To get the story, Coach Charlie Waller, now holding the title head offensive coach,
was the man to see. "Of course, you know,"
Waller began, "we've changed our offense so that
we can run from the I formation or the pro type
offense with a flanker. Right from the start the
boys took to it."
Switching from generalities to players, Waller rated his offensive charges thusly: "We've
got two big boys at tackles in Johnny Boyette
and Wayne Mass." Boyette is familiar to Clemson football fans, but Mass is a rising sophomore
weighing in at 240 and standing 6'4". "We've
got Edgar McGee at tight end," Waller continued. "Ed's young, but he's big and has plenty
of ability." McGee stands 6'4" and carries 205
pounds rather leanly. "Dale McElmurray played well for us last year," Waller commented. "At
the other guard, it looks like Johnny Olslewski.
Olslewski checks in at 6'0", 240. "I'd have to
rate Johnny Palmer, Robert Hughes, and Randy
Smith even at center."
"The backs are running well," said the offensive head. "I'd have to throw in a special plug
for Thomas Ray. He's really looking good at
quarterback. He's done everything we've asked
of him ... a real guts player who has the makings of a real team leader. He's throwing the
ball better than he ever has.
"Of course, you know what kind of football
player Hugh Mauldin is. He has been a tough
back his first two years, and he is looking better
than ever. At fullback we've got some young
boys; Bo Ruffner looks like the starter now. He's
young but big and has a lot of potential. I'd
like to see the two young sophomore quarterbacks, Roger Hayes and Charlie Ellenburg come
through. Buddy Gore and Tom Duley have
shown a lot of talent. I'm not worried; they'll
develop."
Why the increased enthusiasm for spring
drills this year? "We've got a lot of new things.
They boys like two platoon football, and I know
some of them want to vindicate Clemson for
some of the punishment it took last season.
We've got a lot of boys with real character who
have keen competitive spirits."
Waller rated the two best things about spring
drills as improved blocking in the offensive line
and Thomas Ray and not expressly in that order.
"We're going to be vastly improved in the offensive line," he said, "... a much better blocking line."
The first team defense and offense went
against each other in a scrimmage Wednesday.
Waller was pleased with the results although he
thought that "the defense sure did brad some
noses." "Hugh Mauldin ran well," Waller observed, "and the fellas up front did their part."
SPRING SPORTS
. . . And then we'll be down at the baseball
game this afternoon. North Carolina wouldn't
feel right if they didn't have a thousand or so
students breathing down their necks every time
they shift feet.
But I don't have to remind you about that;
it's unwritten law from here on that baseball
games are attended.
And the tennis team is playing Presbyterian
on the varsity courts behind the field house this
afternoon. Ask for more? Well, you've got it.
N. C. State is here for baseball tomorrow.

Skin Divers Assist Scout Presentation
On Thursday, Apr. 29, the
Clemson University Skin Diving Club will join Ralph Bolt
and Tommy Drawdy of Scuba
Divers, Incorporated from Anderson and the Civil Defense
Unit from Central in assisting the Cub Scouts of Pack

94 in Pendleton in putting on
a display for a Water Safety
Program.
Emphasis will be on safety
while swimming, boating, water skiing, sailing, or diving
with Scuba equipment.

The Clemson baseball team, Conference
champions
in
sporting a 7-2-1 record on the what has been billed a "tossseason, faces the University up" by conference baseball
of North Carolina Tar Heels observers. North Carolina,
here this afternoon in an At- without the services of Alllantic Coast Conference en- ACC outifelder Ken Willard
counter.
plus the loss through graduaThe Tigers, fresh from a tion of strikeout artist Bill
close 11-9 victory over Fur- Haywood, looks considerably
man Tuesday afternoon, meet weakened from the team they
the defending Atlantic Coast fielded last season.

The Tar Heels, if they play
true to form as on other
Clemson visits, can be expected to play solid baseball with
few errors and long hits. Outfielder Gary Black seems to
be the best all-around player
on the squad. The slim athlete is also proficient in football.

Y'er Out
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Howard "Bubbles" Over
Spring Drill Enthusiam
Pausing to look back on
what he considered a most
successful week of practices,
football coach Frank Howard
remarked on the progress of
spring drills. "I'm pleased,"
said the Tiger mentor, "with
the work so far. The boys
have really put out some ef-

Y'er Safe

fort. They've got spirit; you
know that about this time of
the year, the enthusiasm
seems to wane, but this team
is different. They have actually enjoyed playing. For example, the scrimmage last
Saturday was a good one, I
think. All of them went hard
although I had the cards
stacked a little." Howard was
running his best two teams
against the next two best
teams which made for the inevitable, a lopsided score (540).
First unit quarterback Thomas Ray came in for some
praise from the head man.
"Ray," drawled the smiling
Howard, "has looked good,
especially so in the scrimmage. He's coming along
fine."
When asked to name more
players deserving praise, he
checked off almost the entire
starting teams and remarked
that "they all have worked

Oranges Win, 54-0

Clemson catcher Barbary braces himself as an unidentified Georgia Tech base runner prepares to meet his
doom. (Photo by Branch)

Clemson's Lawion Cowari slips home under a high
throw to Furman's catcher. (Photo by Branch)

Baseballers Boost Record To 7-2-1

By EMMETT LAITALA &
HOWIE FISHBEIN
TIGER Sportswriters
Clemson came back from a
six run deficit to fight Georgia Tech to a 6-6 standstill
in the second of two seven
inning games last Saturday.
The Tigers had won the first
game 4-2 behind the pitching
and hitting.of Charles Watson.
Clemson opened the scoring
in the first game when Watson and Ellis Dantzler doubled to bring across one run
in the third. The Tigers scored twice more in the fifth on
a single by Eddie Barbary, a

triple by Watson, and a sacrifice fly by Rusty Adkins. The
last run was tallied in the
sixth on two singles and an
infield grounder.
Tech lost scoring opportunities in the second and fifth
innings when fine outfield
throws cut down their runners. But a walk, stolen base,
and a sacrifice fly by W. J.
Blane got a run in the fourth
and singles by Randy Carroll
and Blane, plus two walks,
picked up another in the
sixth.
Watson, who was relieved
in the sixth by Bill Parmer,
was credited with his second

Wilhelm: "Not Up...
By BILL WILLISS
TIGER SportswTiter
Coach Bill Wilhelm sat
back in a chair Tuesday evening after watching his team
defeat Furman University 119. He was proud but tired
after watching the Tigers
play around with the weak
Paladins for more than three
hours. Wilhelm said that he
felt that the boys were not
"up" against the Paladins for
various reasons. "Usually our
boys do not get excited about
playing Furman since their
teams are not always the
best," he added. "Furman certainly stalled our hitters by
wasting time between pitches.
"In fact, we just couldn't hit
their pitchers due to this, and
I would sum up the game as
a mess."
As Coach Wilhelm adjusted to a more relaxing position, he remarked that the
number of pitchers used in
the Furman game was disappointing. He said his pitchers
tired for reasons such as muscle strains and lack of rest.
Wilhelm was pleased with
Jack McCall's home run, his
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third of the year.
The subject changed from
the Furman game to Friday's
game with North Carolina,
ACC Champ last year. He expected to see a well drilled
team which counts heavily on
fluries of hits combined with
smart baseplays instead of
their usual tactic of relying
on big hits alone. Only one
player for N. C. was mentioned. He was Gary Black who
helped carry the 1964 club to
a 14-0 conference record. He
returns this year, after playing football, to lead the list
of returnees.
Before Coach Wilhelm sank
evermore deeper into his easy
chair, he remarked that "we
were very lucky to have such
a fine 7-2-1 record," but added, "that to continue the fast
pace, we would need just as
much support as already

Clemson's first try at neartwo platoon football in almost
fifteen years was a success
last Saturday afternoon as the
Orange offensive and defensive teams walloped the second unit Blues 54-0 in a game
type scrimmage.
The Oranges, featuring the
powerful running of fullback
Tom Duley, scored in all but
the first period of play as
they dominated the contest,
offensively and defensively.
Halfback Buddy Gore was
a consistent gainer for the
underdog Blues who held the
Oranges scoreless for more
than a half hour of the two
hour scrimmage.
Flanker back Phil Rogers
exhibited some fancy pass
catching,
receiving
seven
tosses, one good for a TD.

like I like to see 'em work." ;
He especially liked the passcatching of Phil Rogers, a
willowly flanker back from
Clinton. "We got us a good
pass-catcher in that Rogers,"
said Howard. As an afterthought, Howard said, "here
boy, take this depth chart;
I'd like to see you put everyone of these boys' names in
there.
The Baron, flattering almost every member of theteam, said that "they've work-1
ed harder for me in spring.
practice than any group I've;
ever had." That includes 25
spring practice seasons.
Leaning back in that fa-'.
miliar swivel chair of his, his
head almost touching the
"Skin 'Em Alive in '65" sch-edule poster, Howard em-.
phasized the enthusiasm of
his team. "These boys like to
play football," he continued."
"All we've gotta do is to keep
them going. We're running
the first teams against eachother Wednesday; that should
be a real head-knocker."
Howard, speaking with a'
bounce in his voice which;
would have seemed more appropriate in a teenager, was
more than pleased with the
new NCA substitution rule.
"We've really accomplished ,
something this spring with
the help of the new rule. It'll
allow us to devote more time
to each of the boys. It will
make for better football, I'm
convinced. You 'sawem' boy;
don't you think they've got ,
more zing than last year?"
Howard, trying for once to
appear somber, but not really
being successful said, "they've
done a good bit, but we've
gotta lot to do before May 1.
"But," Howard concluded,
letting his new-found boyish
enthusiasm slip in, "with the
spirit they've shown, they'll
get it done."

victory against one defeat.
Rop Scharf was charged with
his first loss on the year for
Tech.
With a light drizzle falling
in the second game, Clemson
spotted Tech to a six run lead
in the second inning. Four
walks, a hit batter, an error,
singles by Larry Entrekin,
Pete Caldwell and Blane, and
a double by Jimmy Adams
raked three Clemson pitchers
for the six runs before Tommy Chapman retired the side.
Two doubles by Chapman
and a triple by Eddie Barbary
were the big blows for Clemson in the second game as
they scored two runs in each
of the third, fourth and fifth
innings.
Coaches Jim Luck and Bill
Wilhelm had agreed to stop
the second game after seven
innings if the score was still
tied. Georgia Tech's record is
now 8-2-1, while Clemson's
stands at 6-2-1.
The Tiger baseball team
won their seventh game of
the season by defeating Furman 11-9 this past Tuesday
at Clemson.
Dale Smith was the starting pitcher for the Tigers, but
he was relieved in the third
inning by Bill Parmer after
Phil King blasted a towering
three-run homer over the
right field fence. Clemson
drew first blood of the game
by scoring four runs in the
bottom of the second. A bases
loaded walk to Ronnie Moore,
a sacrifice fly by Eddie Barbary, a double by Rusty Adkins, and a single by Ellis
Dantzler accounted for the
four runs. While Parmer was
(Continued on page 5)

if she doesn't give it to you...
—get it yourself!

JADE EA5C
Nothing

can take the press out of Lee-Prest slacks

THE SAFE WAY to stay alert
without harmful stimulants
NoDoz™ keeps you mentally
alert with the same safe refresher found in coffee. Yet
NoDoz is faster, handier, more
reliable. Absolutely not habit forming. Next time monotony

makes you feel drowsy while
studying, working or driving,
do as millions do ... perk up
with safe, effective NoDox
Keep Alert Tablets.
*ri

BATISTE OXFORD
HUGGER
Cool, crisp batiste oxford in a
short sleeved button-down with
trim tapered-body. It makes a
handsome shirt for summer
wearing.

waiters & hillman
campus shop
clemson
anderson

Cologne, 6 oz., $4.50
After Sh.v., 6 oz., *3.50
Deodor.nt Stick, $1.75
Buddha Cologne Gift Package, 12 ex., $8.50
Spray Cologne, $3.50
Buddha Soap Gift Sat $4.00

Cologne, 4 oz., $3X0
After Shave, 4 oz., $2.50

SWANK, NEW YORK - lOLl OlWaUtOW

Not that it's on his mind right now. And it needn't be. Those LeePrest Leesures can't help but stay crisp and neat. No matter what you
put them through. They have a new permanent press. So the crease stays
in? The wrinkles stay out. Permanently. And that's without ironing. No
touch-ups, either. They're made from Lee's special blend of 50% polyester
and 50% .combed cotton. For wash and wear.. .with conviction.
Incidentally, that permanent press is the only change we've made
in Leesures. They still have that lean, honest look... smart, tailored fit.
New Lee-Prest Leesures. Test their permanent press yourself. It isn't
necessary, but it's a great way to spend an evening. From $5.98 to $7.98.

j
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Lee PResrLeesuresr H
H. D. Lee Co,, Inc., Kansas City 41, Mo,
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UniversityNamesHead
Of Planning, Research

Gala Festivities Planned
For Annual Greek Week

The appointment of Edgar
H.
Clayton as director of
By ANN WATSON
of the few remaining weeks there will light his torch, by
planning and sponsored rePlans are now being made before exams.
motorcycle to the city gates
search for Clemson Universiby Joe Collins, chairman, and
On week night's, activities of Clemson (located on the
ty, effective immediately, was
his committee to make this such as pool, ping pong, road to Pendleton near the
announced today by Wright
year's annual Greek Week bowling, and bridge tourna- Piggly Wiggly). At this point
Bryan, vice president for dethe best ever. Beginner on ments will be featured. The the runner will dismount and
velopment.
April 20th, the Tuesday after major events will begin on run on foot onto the campus
A petroleum engineer with
Easter, and ending the fol- Friday night when a Frater- —torch held high.
wide
experience in this counlowing Saturday night (or nity Sing will be staged in
Each individual fraternity is
try
and
abroad, Mr. Clayton
perhaps Sunday morning) Tillman Hall. Attendance to now in the process of buildhas recently been living in
' Greek Week will liven up one this Sing will be free and. ing their own "authentic"
Florida. He is a native of
open to all students. Each fra- Greek chariot in order to parSalisbury, N. C, attended
ternity will then present an ticipate in the final event of
Lanier High School, Macon,
eight minute musical produc- the Olympic games — a charGa., and is a graduate of Rivtion which will be judged on iot race, which is a new feaerside Military Academy and
ture
this
year.
musical quality, originality,
the Colorado School of Mines.
Climaxing Greek Week will
Much of his career has been
' The National Science Foun- scenery, and costuming. Auddation has awarded Clemson ience applause will also help be an IFC dance in the Nawith Drillings and ExploraUniversity additional Gradu- determine the first place win- tional Guard Armory. The
tion Co., Inc., of California,
ate Traineeships for 1965-66 ner, who will go on to appear Yakety-Yaks will provide the
Cities Service Company of
music. During the intermisin engineering, mathematics in Junior Follies.
New York, and affiliated
Musical entertainment is one of the many features offered by the Jabberwocky soand the physical sciences,
firms.
ciety. Singing in the coffee house are (left to right) Garland Gooden, Joe Ruzicka.
Saturday afternoon the sion of this dance the winners
and George Neale—a group known as the CHATEAUX. (Photo by Riewe)
while still continuing its Greek Olympics will be held of the intramural sports comAfter working first in
Graduate
and Cooperative in the parkling lot behind petition will be announced
Texas, New Mexico, and IlliFellowship programs and pre- Death Valley. These "Olym- and trophies will be awarded.
nois, Mr. Clayton conducted
viously awarded traineeships. pic" games will consist of ri- At this time trophies will
explorations in the Amazon
Clemson has been granted diculous athletic contests not also be awarded to the IFC
headwaters of Brazil and Peru
$25,890 to support five grad- to be previously announced Greek of the Year, who is the
and established a refinery
uate trainees, one each in (such as three-legged races). candidate who has contributed
there. Later he did similar
the most to Clemson and the
chemical engineering, chemwork in Turkey, Greece, and
A
torch-carrying
runner
fraternity system here, as
istry, civil engineering, engiItaly.
neering mechanics and mech- will initiate the Greek Olym- well as to the "Best FraterOn invitation of the Irananical engineering, Dean of pics. This runner will travel nity" on campus. In addition,
ian government he studied oil
the Graduate School Hugh H. from the University of Geor- the Greek goddess will be
activities conducted by RusMacaulay announced, fields gia, where the IFC president crowned at this dance.
look around, you see card have paid the one dollar sia during World War II in
By JIM FOWLER
in which Clemson offers
playing, joke telling, and all membership fee. This memTIGER Feature Writer
study leading to the doctoral
April 1 was the big day sorts of amusement.
bership fee covers a lifetime
degree.
Several varieties of coffee membership in the organizafor the Jabberwocky. Throngs
The Clemson program rep(Continued from page 3)
of excited people poured in- and tea plus doughnuts are tion.
resents part of a national efcessantly in and out of the sold there at reasonable
Applicants for a penfriend
All
considered,
the
Jabberfort to accelerate the output
three-roomed coffee house. prices.
wocky is now and will con- fill out a form asking their
of graduate students with adThis past weekend was a tinue to be an excellent ex- name", address, sex, the preYes, it was a big day. As
vanced degrees in the above
ferred sex of their pen pal,
Clemson University has an- and the University of South- people entered the cellar- good one for the Jabber- ample of college ingenuity.
areas to meet the nation's fulike rooms of the Jabber- wocky, because it grossed
and their hobby or special in"Now
let's
to
our
fun
and
nounced
the
appointment
of
ern
California.
He
is
teachture needs for qualified prowocky, the atmosphere seem- over $500. Later in the year,
terest. The computer does the
and forget the old clock,
fessional manpower. A limit- these four faculty members ing at Eastern New Mexico
special entertainment will be
ed to take over.
rest by seining the world for
In the fumes of the coffee
ed number of grants have who will report in August: University and has worked as
Not only did the smell of arranged for the patrons who
the perfect duplicate to these
at
the
old
Jabberwock."
Dr.
NoKyoon
Kwak
of
Seoul,'
a
research
economist
for
a
been made to about 150 inspecifications. More often
stitutions of higher learning Korea, industrial manage- chemical industrial company. coffee and colored lights and
than not, it finds that match.
Richardson, a Clemson candles lend to the feeling of
within the U.S. to enable ment; Melvin K. Richardson
Those interested in reacha
place
to
relax,
but
so
did
of
Gastonia,
N.
C,
engineergraduate,
has
the
M.S.
degree
them to select some 1,800
ing for peace through underpromising individuals for full ing mechanics; Dr. Joseph L. from North Carolina State the music of folksongs.
standing through writing may
von Rosenberg of Austin, and is a candidate for the docLater, on opening night, the
time gradate study.
obtain additional information
Texas, chemistry; and Rus- torate at the University of patrons were honored with
Complete information a- sell D. Shannon of New Or- Alabama. He is a former de- the visit of none other than
and a registration form from
bout the program at Clemson leans, La., economics.
the Parker Pen Co., Janessign engineer for Bell Tele- Van Cliburn. He and others
may be obtained by writing
Kwak is a graduate of phone Co.
there thoroughly enjoyed the
David Jack Youngblood's and "The Effect of the Com- ville, Wis.
ihe Dean of. the Graduate California Western University
entertainment
which
was
pro"Retraining Program — New mon Market on American
Von Rosenberg received the
School, Clemson University, and earned graduate degrees
Agriculture" by Douglas M.
B.A. and Ph.D. degrees from vided by several local groups. Hope of Unskilled Workers" McCrary.
Clemson, S. C. 29631. Applica- at the University of California
won
the
100-dollar
prize
givthe University of Texas where
Van Cliburn is gone now,
(Continued from page 4)
tions should be submitted as
"The major shortcoming of
en by the faculty reading
soon as possible for study be- a year for each trainee de- he is a post-doctoral research but he has left his mark as committee for the "Thomas the papers was a failing to pitching three innings of hitfellow.
He
has
industrial
exdid
many
others
in
the
Jub
pendent.
ginning this September.
"A "trainee may be reap- perience with both the Ethyl Jub room. The Jabberwocky Newcomen Award in Material treat the topic in a historical less ball, the Tigers scored
commented
Dr. four more runs making the
Basic 12-month stipends to pointed for a total tenure Corp. and the Celanese Corp. has blocks on its walls for History." The award will be manner,"
Amundson. "Inadequate doc- score 8-3. Jackie McCall batbe paid trainees will be $2,- period of up to two years for
Shannon is a graduate of sale at 25 cents apiece. At given at the Honors and Aumentation and too narrpw ted in two of the runs, one in
400 for those at the first year the master's degree and four Duke University and earned this unbelievably low price, wards Day ceremonies.
research were factors which the third inning with his third
level, $2,600 at the intermed- years for the doctoral degree. the M.A. degree at Tulane one can sign his name on a
According to Dr. R. J. caused several well-written
home run of -the year, and
iate level, and $2,800 for those All- decisions concerning ini- University where he is com- block for all posterity to re- Amundson of the history depapers to be passed over. one in the fourth with a sinin the terminal year. The tial and successive appoint- pleting residence for the doc- member.
partment, several other pap- Nearly all of these faults
gle through the middle.
Foundation will also pay tui- ments will be made by the torate and four years' experThe inside is furnished with ers were in contention for the
could have been avoided had
Parmer, after retiring nine
tion costs and provide $500 University.
ience as teaching assistant.
tables and chairs, and as you award. Among them were
students sought the advice of men in a row, got into trou"The Latest Developments in history professors while pre- ble in the top of the sixth.
Advertising" by William T. paring the paper."
The first four Paladins up in
Gulledge, "The Tunnel DiAll juniors and seniors the inning hit safely, scoring
ode" by Robert J. Rice. "The (those within 50 credit hours two runs, when Parmer was
Treatment of Dairy Waste" of graduation) are urged to lifted for relief pitcher Charby R. M. Stuckey, "Accelera- make plans for entering next lie Watson. Furman narrowtors" by William M. Brown, year's competition.
ed the gap to one run by
scoring two runs in the sixth,
and two more runs in the
seventh. Clemson came back
with a run in the bottom of
the seventh on a walk to
Dave Wren with the bases
full. Furman scored again in
the top of the eighth making
the score 9-8 in favor of the
Tigers.. Two more Clemson
runs in the bottom of the
eighth iced the game for
Clemson, as they went on to
X new Reserve Officer Training Corps program permits selected
win 11-9.
college sophomores to be commissioned as Army Second Lieuten-

Science Awards
To Grad Trainees

Van Clibum Visits Jabbemocky,Openiig Night Is Huge Success

Today's Computers

CU Announces Appointment
Of New Faculty Members

Thomas Newcomen Award
Won By Jack Youngblood

Wilhelm: 'Not Up'

III

Here's what the new 2-year
Army ROTC program means to you

the Caspian Sea area, and
helped organize the Iranian
National Oil Company.
More,recently he managed'
a Cities Service subsidiary in
the Sultanate of Muscat and
Oman (Arabia) and was president of the Petroleum Development Corporation in the
Republic of Colombia.
As director of planning and
sponsored research in the office of development at Clemson, he succeeds Major General A. W. Rigsby, now secretary of the board of trustees, assistant to the president, and university counsel.

New Playboy Club
(Continued from page 3)
plication all keyholders they
are presently dating. Also, if
they should happen to meet
a keyholder at a private party
or elsewhere, they must inform the "bunny mother" if
they date him.
"All of this is simply to
protect our reputation", said
one bunny. "Why I'm a Bunny? Because I like the money.
We don't get a salary—just
tips. I expect to make around
$150-$225 a week." She added that some bunny suits are
padded.
Hefner
explained
that
Playboy Clubs were primarily aimed
at
ex-college
groups. He feels that the
magazine and clubs devote
very little emphasis to the
college man, but aim at the
college student just after
graduation.

Air Society Travels
(Continued from page 1)
are preparing to be commissioned Air Force officers in
the near future. The purpose
of the organization is to promote the traditions and goals
of the U.S. Air Force, to foster ideals of American Citizenship, and to create a bond
of professionalism and brotherhood among future officers.
Angel Flight members, although not enrolled in the
Air Force ROTC program,
support the goals of the Arnold Air Society and ■ participate in numerous civic endeavors. Angel Flights are located at 110 colleges and universities which sponsor
AFROTC units.
Cadets and Angels will
have an opportunity to tour
Washington, D. C, and visit
the gravesites of President
John F. Kennedy and Gen. H.
H. "Hap" Arnold, the namesake of the organization. A
meeting with members of
Congress at the Capitol is
also planned.

Business Meeting
(Continued from page 1)
Speights, Sandra Cochran, Ed
Beckley, Susan Moore, and
Charles Hammer, Dr. H. H.
Macaulay, dean of Graduate
School, and C. O. Shuler,
professor in the School of Industrial
Management and
Textiles, attended.

ants in two years. You can do this by:
1. Completing a special 6-week summer camp between your sophomore and junior years.
2. Completing the 2-year Advanced Course at any school offering
the ROTC program.
What are the benefits of Army ROTC training?
• Management training for success in civilian or military life.
•

$40 per month pay while attending the Advanced Course, plus
uniforms; pay and paid travel for summer camps.

•

Eligibility for free flight instruction at selected schools leading to a private pilot's license.

•

A commission as an Army officer, with all of its accompanying
benefits, including higher income, greater opportunity for advancement and officer status.

•

The personal satisfaction that comes from knowing you're
trained to assume leadership responsibilities.

These benefits will put you a step ahead of other college graduates
and will pay off for the rest of your life. You owe it to yourself to
investigate these new opportunities.
For complete information, see the Professor of Military Science at your
school, or send the coupon below.

f

U.S. ARMY ROTC
Post Office Box 1040 Westbury, New York 11591
Gentlemen: Please send me information on the 2-year Army
ROTC program. I understand that there is no obligation.

Namp

1

C-165

Any change will be an improvement.
All we do when we change the Volkswagen is to
make it work even better.
We don't play with the way it looks.
So the 1965 VW still looks the same.
And there you have the whole Volkswagen
pointof view:
We keep looking for ways to improve it.
And then we knock our brains out to make the
new pieces fit old VWs, too.
All the improvements make a fat book.
And every one has made the car a touch better
than it was before.
This year, for example, all the windows are bigger. There's more legroom in back. The heater/
defroster has been improved. And so have the
brakes.
Even the jack has been redesigned.
This system not only makes the VW better all
the time, but also makes parts easier to get, mechanics more skillful and owners always in style.
And we can still sell it for $1,595.00
Keep the change.

FRANK MYERS MOTORS, INC.
3302 N. Main Street
Anderson, S. C.

AUTHORIZED
DEALER

L C. MARTIN
DRUG COMPANY
Your Qtexaii) Store

December
Graduates
Order Your
Rings
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Roach Selected TAPS Editor

Strom Thurmond Leads Activities

TAPS, Clemson's yearbook,
elected Al Roach the editorin-chief of the annual for the
1965-1966 school year on
Monday, Apr. 5.
Ed Tennent and Peter Sherratt were chosen as business
manage'- and designer respectively. The out-going senior
staff also elected 14 other senior staff positions.
As editor of TAPS, Roach is
a junior industrial management major from Atlanta, Ga.
Roach was freshman class
treasurer, sophomore class
treasurer, and publicity chairmon of Junior Follies. He is
vice president of Kappa Delta
Chi social fraternity next
year and a member of the
Blue Key and the Scabbard
and Blade honor fraternities.
Roach served as advertising
and copy editor of the 1965
TAPS.
Ed Tennent, a junior chemical engineering major from
Spartanburg, will be 1966'
business manager. He is a
member of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers
and Phi Kappa Delta social
fraternity. Tennent is also on
the Central Dance Association
and served as sports editor of
the 1965 TAPS.
Designer of the 1966 TAPS
will be Peter Sherratt, a senior architecture major from
Toms River, N. J. Sherratt
has been freshman class secretary and has served on the
Tigerama committee and Junior Follies committee. He is
a member of the Numeral Society and the American Institute of Architects.
The other senior staffers,
including the first coed to be
elected to the senior staff,
are Feature Editor Goz Segars, a junior agronomy major from Hartsville; Classes
Editor Reid Dusenberry, a
sophomore pre-dental major
from Burlington, N. C; and
Co-Photographers Editors B.
H. Garni, a senior textiles major from Ahmedabad, India,
and Lex Scott, a senior from
Larchmont, N. Y. Photography Editor will be John Tollon, a junior economics major from Lost Tree Village,
Fla.
Copy editor and office manager will be Jim Byrum from
Spartanburg; Advertising Editor Mike Pushkar is a sophomore English major from Columbia; Sports Editor Mac
Harley is a textile chemistry
major from Barnwell; activities editor is Mike Maxwell,

a sophomore mechanical engineer from Greenville. Roy
Turner, a building construction major from Greenville,
and Nancy Miller, a sophomore English major from
Westminster, will serve as coorganization editors.
Co-designer will be Edward
Blakely, a junior architecture
major from Simpsonville; faculty and administration editor will be Charles Jager, a
sophomore electrical engineer
from Charleston; and Co-Photography Editor John Lee is
a junior industrial engineer

Band Gives Concert
(Continued from page 1)
elty feature will be "Dixieland Front and Center," scored for dixieland 'combo' with
band accompaniment. In addition, the traditional Clemson songs, such as "Tiger
Rag," will be heard.
The Concert Band is a unit
of the Clemson University
Department of Bands, administered under the Student Affairs Division of the University. The Concert Band is
made up of 70 of the campus
musicians who meet during
the spring to perform a wide
variety of music in local' concerts and on its annual spring
tour throughout South Carolina and adjacent states.

At University's Military Banquet
"Liberty is restricted in direct proportion to the strength
of the central government,"
charged South Carolina Senator J. Strom Thurmond at
the annual Scabbard and
Blade Military Banquet last
Friday night as he named
"six myths of our day."
Included among the invited
guests at the banquet were
Dr. R. C. Edwards, Dean Wal-

The newly selected TAPS officers are (left to right Al Roach, editor Ed Tennent
business manager; Peter Sherratt, designer.

PR's In National Meet
Clemson University's Pershing Rifles, Company C-4,
commanded by Cadet Capt.
Lory M. Johnson of Sumter,
S. C, left Thursday to compete in the National Intercollegiate Drill Meet in Washington, D. C. Company C-4
will compete today against 53
other college and university
drill teams for top honors in
this national event.
The Clemson Pershing Rifles won firs, places in the
drill meet in both 1956 and
1957. In 1958 they placed
second in the competition,
and since then they have been
among the top fifteen. Company C-4 also holds the record of having scored the most
points, 931 out of a possible
1000 points.
In addition to participating
in the drill meet, Company
C-4 will march in the Cherry
Blossom Festival Parade on
Saturday. Last year the company placed fourth in the
parade marching competition
of the three-mile-long parade.
After this performance,
Company C-4 will begin pre-

Student Senate Passes
House Party Bill Monday
Student senators passed
Monday night a bill on house
party rules after prolonged
debate and numerous amendments to the original bill presented by the Committee of
the Judiciary.
Generally, the amendments
will allow chaperones a larger amount of discretion in determining the conduct of
house parties. One article of
the original bill was deleted
because it was felt by a majority of the senators to be
unnecessary since the intent
was provided in other articles; the provision concerned
men visiting in the sleeping
quarters of women and women visiting in sleeping quarters of men.
In other senate proceedings,
it was announced that the faculty_ senate has concurred
with the Student Senate in requesting a one-and-a-half day
period between classes and
exams beginning first semester next year. Also, the petitions for recognition of 67
student^organizations were reviewed, and 66 of these were
accepted. The remaining petition will be considered at the
next meeting of the senate.
Progress reports were accepted from the committee on
freshman regulations (Rat
Rules) and the committee investigating reservations of
rooms in the 11th dorm. New
business assigned to committee included having Clemson

major from College Park, Ga.
Al Roach stated, "It will be
hard to follow the precedent
set by Jim Hambright and his
staff. He and his staff did an
excellent job.
"Our goal next year will be
to present an improved book
to represent an improved
Clemson."
The 1965 TAPS will be distributed to seniors on May 6
and 7, Junior-Senior Weekend. Underclassmen will be
able to pick up their TAPS
at designated times during the
next week.

decals put on the cars in the
motor pool, speeding the service in the serving lines in
the dining hall, purchasing of
a new American Flag for the
Tillman Hall flagpole, and the
building of an outdoor basketball court for student use.
Finally Tommy H a m m,
president of the senate, announced that the winners of
the outstanding senator and
outstanding student government member awards would
be chosen next week. Delegates to the Southern Universities Student Government
Association would also be selected next week

paring for the Fourth Regimental Drill Meet. They have
won this meet for the last ten
years in a row and the Douglas Trophy the last four years
running for the best drilled
unit in the Fourth Regiment.
Company C-4 was chosen to
represent the Fourth Regiment at the National Compe-

President Edwards
Selected Chairman
Of State Council
Dr. R. C. Edwards, president of the University, was
elected
chairman
of the
Council of Presidents of Institutions of Higher Learning
in South Carolina last Friday.
He was elected at a meeting of presidents of state supported colleges and universities which took place at The
Citadel.
Dr. Edwards will succeed
Gen. Mark W- Clark, president of The Citadel, who will
relinquish the council chairmanship July 1.
During Friday's meeting
the council agreed on a policy
governing outside employment of faculty members of
state" supported institutions.
They also analyzed the current South Carolina appropriations bill, especially those
aspects of it pertaining to
state-supported colleges and
institutions.
Agreement was reached on
factors which will be used to
determine whether a student
is to be classified as an instate or out-of-state student.
Attending the meeting were
Dr. Edwards, Gen. Clark, Dr.
Charles S. Davis of Winthrop
College, Dr. Thomas Jones of
the University of South Carolina, Dr. William McCord of
the Medical College of South
Carolina and Dr. B. C. Turner of South Carolina State
College.

Kathleen Graham Wins Books
Mrs. Kathleen Graham, a
senior English major, was announced Monday as the winner of the American Association of University Professors'
Best Student Library Award
here at Clemson.
In addition to winning the
first prize of 35 dollars in
books, Mrs. Graham will be
Clemson's nominee for the
annual Amy Loveman Contest and a contestant for the
1,000-dollar national prize.
Winning 15 dollars in books,
John Coyle, a senior, won
second place in the contest,
while William Pool, Jr., a
freshman, won a special award of 10 dollars in books.
Both Coyle and Pool are chemical engineering majors.
David Green a, freshman
physics
major, and John
Belknap, a senior in chemistry, received honorable mention awards of two books
each. John Cable, a junior
architecture major, won an

honorable mention award of
one book.
According to Prof. John W.
Kenelly of the AAUP, John
Cureton, manager of the
Bookstore, and the Bookstore
made the contest possible by
contributing the major portion of the books awarded as
prizes. Additional prize funds
were supplied by the AAUP
chapter and an annonymous
individual.
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tition by the Fourth Regimental Headquarters, on the
merit of C-4's constant firstplace winnings at the Regimental Drill Meet.
Also attending the Cherry
Blossom Festival will be 10
members of the Light Brigade, Clemson's Army ROTC
Brigade auxiliary, commanded by Cadet Clara J. Jones.
The Light Brigade will attend the Cherry Blossom Parade of Princesses and observe
some of the routines of girls'
drill teams which will be in
the parade, in hopes of obtaining some pointers which
will help them develop a
girl's drill team here at
Clemson.
The girls will also attend
the National Intercollegiate
drill team competition where
they will be supporting Clemson's Company C-4 Pershing
Rifles, and they will make a
trip to Fort Myers, Va.
Both the Clemson PR's and
the Light Brigade will return
to Clemson on Sunday.

Field Day Activities
(Continued from page 1)
Neely will receive special
awards recognizing their victories.
As part of the annual military inspection, Col. S. J.
Boyles, professor of military
science at Wake Forest College, and Lt. Col. J. A. Lipsky, professor of military science at Riverside Military
Academy, attended the Field
Day.

Clemson Glee Club
Plans Spring Tour
Clemson's Glee Club is currently preparing for its annual statewide spring tour
that is scheduled for. Apr. 27,
28, and 29.
The Glee Club will perform
at Union High School, Winthrop College, and Columbia
College on Tuesday, Apr. 27.
Scheduled on Wednesday is a
morning performance at Dreher High School, and an evening performance at Coker
College. Hartsville High will
be the setting for a Thursday
morning concert.
Anticipating a good season,
Dr. Hugh H. McGarity, director, commented, "This is one
of the best clubs we've had in
years. The tone quality and
balance are superb. I am
looking forward to spring
tour."

Immediate opening as national bank examiner, U.S. Treasury Department in Atlanta, Miami, Tampa, and Columbia. Degree in economics, business administration, accounting, or
finance. Starting salary $6060, six month increase to $6450 and rapid future advancements. Contact D. B. Smith, 1103 Fulton National Bank Building, Atlanta, Ga., or call
(404) 526-6625.

ter T. Cox, Mrs. R. F. Poole,
Lt. Col. D. R. Franklin, and
Col. Melvin C. Brown.
President Edwards called
the banquet "the largest and
most impressive Scabbard and
Blade banquet I have been
privileged to attend." The
banquet, attended by over 400
cadets and their dates, is held
annually in honor of graduating seniors in both the
Army and Air Force ROTC
programs. He also called the
cadet groups as the finest in
the nation.
Thurmond named the first
of the six myths as the fallacy that "we no longer need
God as a nation." He attacked the Supreme Court ruling
on prayer in schools, and he
said that over the nation as
a whole "college students are
losing interest in church and
religion. We need to retain
relationship with God."
He said nationwide efforts
are under way to undermine
the nations' reliance and faith
in God. Agnosticism and heathenism are on the rise as a
result of left-wing college professors who are indoctrinating the nation's college students.
"We cannot afford a peaceful accommodation with the
Reds," cautioned the senator
as his second myth. The Red
Chinese and the Russians will
be together, says Thurmond,
in the eventuality of war.
"Communists are not changing," he warned. "They are
always at war . . . always
. . . don't trust the Communists." Refuting efforts by
some Congressmen to continue
a no-win policy, he declared
support for President Johnson on his actions concerning
Viet Nam. "If they know we
have the power to win and

the will to win, that will deter them."
"That minority rights are
more important than majority even at the expense of
law and order" is a fallacy
he feels. Referring to the Alabama demonstrations, he hinted that leaders of the civil
rights marches are Communists or Communist sympathizers. He said that the voting
bill now in Congress is unconstitutional and dangerous.
"Red influence in the demonstrations is marked," he
testified. He also warned that
an aide of Martin Luther
King had called the demonstrations as "revolutions."
Thurmond called the fiscal
policy that "the federal dollar is a cure-all" a myth also.
He says that "we ought to be
more careful with our fiscal
policy."
Stating that the founding
fathers of the nation originally created a weak central government, he attacked the myth
that "big government assures
our freedoms." He warned
that government is trying to
move into all areas of American life; citing school aid
bills and voter qualification
bills as examples, he urged
Americans to crystallize public opinion against the present
trends of the government in
Washington, D. C.
Flailing the idea that "socialism is the wave of the future" as the sixth myth,
Thurmond stated, "capitalism
has made us the richest country in the world."
In his closing, Thurmond
stated a creed he has adopted
for himself and asked his listeners to consider adopting it,
too. He called on his listeners
to be individuals and to stand
up for what they believe.

Annual Competition Begins
For Clemson Trustees Medal
By CHARLES HUMPHRIES
Professor A. J. Fear of the
English department has announced the rules for this
year's public speaking contest
for the Trustees Medal. Entry blanks may be obtained
in the English office in the
Math-English
complex
or
from Professor Fear. The last
day to enter the contest is
Apr. 12. Preliminary competition will be held on Apr.
21 at 4:30 p.m. Final competition will be on Monday,
Apr. 26.
Any full time, undergraduate student is eligible to enter, providing he has finished
his freshman year. The judges
for the preliminary competition will be members of the
English Department faculty.
No judge shall be able to
name more than six, nor less
than three, contestants to the
final competition. The final
competition itself will be
judged by invited guests from
outside the English Department.
The following are the rules
that have been decided on by
the committee. No speech
shall exceed ten minutes, but
the speech may be on any subject that the speaker deems
worthy. The committee has
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The junior senator for South Carolina, Strom Thurmond,
speaks to members of the Clemson University ROTC
brigade at the annual military banquet.

| Campus News Round-Up |
on "Hydrological Research"
at 4 p.m. today in the auditorium of the civil engineering
building.

Architecture Exhibit
Clemson's School of Architecture is presenting an exhibition of 100 contemporary
prints from post-war artists
of Berlin and Western Germany in Rudolph Lee Gallery
in the architecture building.
The exhibit is open to the
public daily.

AATT
The American Association
for Textile Technology will
have a meeting in Sirrine
auditorium on Apr. 13 at 6:30
p.m. Officers will be elected
for next year, and plans for
the annual banquet will be
discussed.

Literary Society
The Calhoun Literary Society will meet Monday, Apr.'
12, at 8 p.m. in the conference room of the EnglishMath Complex. There will be
a discussion of Jean-Paul
Sartre's book No Exit, and
coffee will be served afterwards. This book is available
at the Clemson Book Store.

Col. Boyles Here

Clemson Apartments
According to E. C. Watson,
housing manager, occupants
in married students1 and faculty housing units who desire
to sublet their furnished prefabs or apartments during
the summer sessions are requested to notify the Housing Office as soon as possible.
Persons interested in renting
units for the summer should
contact the Housing Office.

Foreign Films
"The Marriage of Figaro,"
a 105-minute French film,
will be shown in the chemistry auditorium at 7 and 9
p.m. on Apr. 26. It is the seventh film in the Modern Language Film Series.

made it clear the speeches
must be entirely original composition, no part of it having
been used previous to the
contest. The speeches will be
judged on the following basis:
Water Researcher
composition, 50%; delivery,
R. G. Allen, director of the
20%; voice, 15%; and man- Water Research Association,
ner, 15%.
Marlow, England, will lecture

(Continued from page I)
Winston-Salem, N. C. In 1936.
he was graduated with a
bachelor of science degree in
chemical engineering from
North Carolina State College
and was commissioned a second lieutenant in the United
States Army Reserve.
Col. Boyles' overseas duty
in World War II was first in
North Africa, and then Italy,
with the 91st Infantry Division as chemical officer. He
returned to Fort Bragg, N. C,
in 1945 and was the division
chemical officer of the 82nd
Airborne Division there until
1948. For the next two years
he was Chief, Plans and Operations, in the Office of the
Chief Chemical Officer, Washington, D. C.
Julian L. Boyles, a freshman chemistry major, is the
son of Col. Boyles. He is a
member of the Army ROTC
program.

Win a Honda
just for being born

S

Clemson Theatre
Thurs. - Fri. - Sat.
Apr. 8-9-10
JACK LEMMON
VIRNA LISI
IN

'HOW TO MURDER
YOUR WIFE"

Your own birth date may have already won you a
Honda in Parker Pen's Birthday Sweepstakes!

IN COLOR
Special Late Show Fri.
Night 10:30 P.M.
Sun.-Mon. '- Apr. 9-11-12
JERRY LEWIS
SUSAN OLIVER
IN

"DISORDERLY
ORDERLY"
IN COLOR

For example, if your birth date is December 1st, 1942, your entry is 12-1-42. Just fill in the
coupon below-take it to your Parker Dealer for his signature-and then send it to us. And you
might as well know this: you winners have your choice of
^ DA DI/PP
Hondas ... the powerful C-110, or the deluxe CA-102.
T I r\ IV IV L. IV
Congratulations!

Maker of the world's most wanted pens

New Compact Jotter. First g!ri-'ize ball pen made
for girl-size hands. Use* the bi.« ov.OOO-word Jotter
refill. $1.98.

Take this coupon to your Parker Pen Dealer
or get a coupon from him
Ntm«_

SUMMER SHIRTS

$2.98

LYNCH DRUG CO.

JUDGE KELLER

"TOMB OF UGEIA"
IN COLOR

WE INVITE YOU TO COME

Mirtu-

T-Ball Jotter. The world's first ball pen with stainless steel-writes a clean, clear line up to 80,000
words. J1.98.
Parker 45 Convertible. The pen that fills two wayswith handy reserve ink cartridges, or from an ink
bottle. Standard model -$5.00.

DRUG AND SUNDRY iTEMS

Wed. - Thux*. - Fri.
Apr. 14-15-16
BETTE DAVIS
OLIVIA DeHAVILLAND
JOSEPH COTTEN
IN

O mi 4*

"Your Walgreen Agency"

"HUSH . . . HUSH,
SWEET CHARLOTTE"

WING-TOP SHOES

$8.98

Tuewiay - Apr. 13
VINCENT PRICE
Edgar Allan Poe-'s

SEE US FOR YOUR

_State_

Ctty_

See your Parker Deale/ right away for complete Sweeprtaket
rules. No purchase required. Contest voided In Wisconsin,
New Jersey, and wherever else prohibited by law. Contort
closet April 30, 1965.
Send to "Parker Sweepstakes," P. 0. Box 4909, Chicago, III.
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Mnltrii.il, nicoaiii, I. •«.
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Dealer Signature

